Upcoming eQUEST training events that have specific dates and locations:


28-29Oct09, “eQUEST Modeling for LEED”, Two-Day eQUEST training workshop. Location: NYC, NY. Sponsor: Karpman Consulting. Instructor: Maria Karpman. Details: [http://www.karpmanconsulting.net/eQUEST%20Training%20October%202009.pdf](http://www.karpmanconsulting.net/eQUEST%20Training%20October%202009.pdf) or email mike.karpman@karpmanconsulting.net.


9-13Nov09, Five-Day Hands-On eQUEST Training, for USAF & DoD Personnel ONLY (active duty, civilian, and contract employees). This is a repeat of the 26-30Oct09 eQUEST training. Location: Washington, DC. Sponsored by: HQ AF/A7CAE. Instructor: Marlin Addison. Seminar & registration details: email Jaika.Stone@pentagon.af.mil.

Additional eQUEST training events:

Several additional eQUEST training events are in the planning stages. Details for these are expected to be finalized soon. It is not yet clear whether all of these additional events will be open to the public, for example, some sponsors preference to open the event to their constituents only (e.g., utilities invite participants from their service territory). This flier will be updated as soon as the details become clear.
For California classes during the first quarter 2010, check
https://www.sce.com/ECR/EnergyCenterClassSchedule.aspx?ORG (CTAC in Irwindale) and

For other possible future classes, email marlin.addison@doe2.com for updated details.

**In-house events and local events:**

If you can suggest potential sponsors for eQUEST training events, let me know and I'll contact them to try and set up a workshop. Owing to limits on my time I now limit the number of in-house events conducted in favor of public events.

Marlin Addison
marlin.addison@doe2.com